


Welcome 

BBMPulser 4B generates pulsed magnetic fields which create micro-currents 

of electricity that work with the body’s natural electricity for general health 

and well-being.

The magnetic pulser is designed to be used independently, but can also be 

used together with Silver Pulser, and Ozone Generator as per dr. Robert 

Becks Protocol titled  “Take back your power”

Before Using 

Please read this manual thoroughly before using your magnetic pulser.  For 

the most up-to-date manual, please visit our website www.bbmpulser.org/

manuals 

We have made every effort to ensure the information in your manual is up-

to-date at the time of printing ... since that time however, new information 

may have become available. 

Learn more 

To learn more about the Magnetic Pulsers we invite you to visit the 

BBMPulser  website:  www.bbmpulser.org  The website offers Gallery of 

pictures, Blog, as well as Frequently Asked Questions (coming soon), The 

Magnetic Pulsers Products User Guide,.. and more. 

Complete Unit includes

The unit Magnetic Pulser model BBMPulser 4B 

120VAC Power cord

Product user manual 

Carry bag



•    24 gram 128 aluminum foil sheets for bend and repel tests

Do not Use 

1. Do not use with a pacemaker. 

2. Do not use in the following situations as safety has not been explored: 

a. in the case of pregnancy. 

b. in the area of an implanted device such as a shunt, etc. 

c. in the area of external or internal bleeding wounds, including 

menstruation. 

d. in the area of a metal implant. The metals may get pull or repel by 

magnetic force

3. As with all electrical products do not use near water in high humidity or 

high heat rooms (sauna), when driving a car or when operating heavy 

equipment. Try NOT to fall asleep with the unit turned on, the coil will get hot

and may cause burns if left in one spot. 

Cautions

1. If you experience nerve pain or an increase in nerve pain while using the 

unit, please discontinue using in the area of pain. 

2. Caution is advised when using heat-producing or heat-sensitive ointments,

lotions or medications as a skin burn may occur. 

3. With normal use, the hand paddle will become very warm to hot. There is 

a 50C thermal switch build in near the coil, when it senses appropriate heat 

it will place the unit in the stand by mode, red “Protec” LED light upfront will 

start blinking. Please allow 20 min for the coil to cool down on its own after 



which, the Unit will turn On. (Safety future)

4. To prevent damage or loss of information, keep away from homeopathic 

remedies, credit cards, security cards, audio and video tapes. Also from 

electronic equipment— computer disks, hearing aids, cell phones, answering 

machines, Car keys and others valuable electronics. 

5. While this technology is generally considered safe, there exists potential 

for rare individual reactions that cannot reasonably be foreseen. Therefore, 

your use of the BBMPulser products constitutes your agreement that you are 

responsible for your decision to use the technology. BBMPulser assumes no 

responsibility for any direct or indirect loss or damage believed to arise from 

using the BBMPulser 4B Unit. 

6. Do not cover the unit, it requires continues un-restricted airflow for normal

operation. In case airflow gets restricted - build in 50C  thermal switch will 

trigger, placing the unit in the “stand by” mode until the unit cools down, 

disabling power to the coil. Ones unit cools off the thermal switch will 

automatically reset turning the unit back on. (Safety future)

7. When testing magnetic output with the aluminum foil 24 gram test peace  

DO NOT place your face or any parts of your body in front of it, when it gets 

repel with magnetic force it can fly up in the face and cause damage. 

Perform repel test only outside with unlimited ceiling space.

Summary of Lights 

Green Power LED: indicates the unit is on.

Red Blinking:  indicates the Unit is in the “stand by” mode and cooling off, it 

happened because either coil or unit is overheating. Allow 15-20min to cool 

off and try again.

Blue Blinking: indicates pulse is being released.



Red South Pole indicator “S” molded in the head of the peddle indicates 

which side of the coil is South, use North side of the coil in 95% of the cases. 

Meaning the South Pole LED Indicator sould be pointing away from the body 

during use.

How to Use the Magnetic Pulser 

1. Insert power plug into an electrical outlet 120VAC

2. Push the ON/OFF button upfront

You  will hear the click ones every 4-5 seconds as the Magnetic pulse 

released, it is normal. 

4. The head of the hand paddle should be located on or as close to the body 

as possible. It does not need to touch the skin as clothing will not interfere 

with the magnetic field. In some cases for deeper penetration the head of 

the paddle could be slightly pushed against the body for deeper penetration. 

The strongest magnetic field is at the surface of the coil.

Note: The pulsed magnetic field  from this unit will penetrate more then 20 

inches into the body. The bacteria, virus killing zone is around 2-4 inches off 

the surface of the coil

5. To turn the unit off, push the “Power On/Off” button at any time, you don’t

need to have unit plugged in while cooling off. 

How it should feel:

Most individuals will not feel any sensation while using the magnetic pulser 

some individuals may feel small to medium electric shock in some places 

(side of the neck and under arms) most of the body you won’t feel anything. 

With normal use, the hand paddle will become very warm to hot. When it 

happens build in thermal switch will place the unit in stand by mode to cool 



the coil off

Typical use 

Length of Session when used for tissue recovery   You can use this 

Unit for intense deep stimulations or to treat infections. If the purpose is to 

stimulate then start with couple min and build your way up to an hour/day 

adding couple min /session/each day 

Length of Session when used to deal with infections.  Depending on 

the size and origin of the infection the length of Session can very between 1 

min to an hour/ day. 

Length of Use:  In some cases all you need is couple of pulses to sterilize 

the cut or to disinfect something, in other cases you may end up using it 5-6 

times/day 20min each time. 

For specific purposes, longer and more frequent sessions may be more 

beneficial. Generally, the Magnetic Pulser can be used as needed. 

Placement: 

You get cone shape killing zone coming out from both sides of the coil with 

each pulse released. The cone is 3” wide and 4” tall at the tip. 

 You only need a few Pulses/area,  the unit is putting out strong pulses 

capable of killing virus or bacteria instantly. 

Drink plenty of water: It is important to drink enough water when using 

the unit. Drinking Distilled and Ozonated water is especially helpful. 

Stop Gradually: Reduce the amount of time each day for the last week of 

use. 

Electrical specifications 



Your Magnetic Pulser outputs a time-variant pulsed DC magnetic field, 3 

milliseconds in length.

Power Requirements: 

120Volts AC, peaks at 300Watts Caution: Exceeding the voltage rating may 

result in blown fuse. Please only use 120VAC 

Output specifications 

Magnetic Field Intensity:

14,000 Gauss (1.4 Tesla) at face of the hand paddle

Pulse Duration: 3 mS (milliseconds).

Weight of the copper in the coil -  400 Gram

Coil Wire diameter: 1.7mm (14AWG)

Unit Peddle made using: Urethane Casting Resin and  Flex-it 90

Capacitor Bank: 2,300uf

Discharge Voltages:  550V

Testing the strength of Magnetic Pulse

24 Gram Aluminum foil test peace is included for testing purposes. North 

Side of the peddle is used for the test. The coil inside the peddle intentionally

placed closer to the north facing side. Reason? Because 95% of the time 

North side of the coil is used, so the coil positioned closer to the North side of

the peddle to deliver stronger pulse from the North side.

You can test the force of magnetic pulse from the head of the paddle by 

placing stack of aluminum foils (included) on the top of the coil and trying on

different power settings. BE CAREFUL as test peace  will repel in the air 10’ 



or more. Perform the test outdoors only. Make sure no cars near by, as it 

may get blown by the air and land on the car causing damage. Do not put 

your head or any parts of your body in direct line where foil would fly to 

avoid getting injured. Its recommended to wear safety glasses performing 

this test. 

Troubleshooting:

If you experience issues with the unit please reach us at 

support@bbmpulser.org

Warranty 

The magnetic pulser model 4B is covered by a two (2) year limited warranty. 

Please keep proof of purchase, Warranty is void if the failure is due to abuse 

or negligence. 

Please Note

Some older houses do not have ground connector. In this case use and adapter 

allowing to bypass ground terminal. Unit will operate normally with out being grounded

Please Use ONLY 120VAC as a power source. Internal circuitry is not designed to work 

with higher or lower voltages.

Please memorize to use North Side of the coil in 95% of the cases, (South side of the 

coil is used when trying to grow something on your body for example loss hair, or nails 

or in some cases the tooth, for any other cases you would use NORTH side of the coil).

Repairs 

Please don’t attempt to repair the unit, DANGER OF HIGH VOLTAGE exist. 

Opening up the unit will void your warranty.



If the unit malfunction, please contact our support for RMA instructions by 

sending eMail to:   support@bbmpulser.org or call 1.425.312.3067 USA. 
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